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Introduction 

About Agency for community empowerment; 

Agency for Community Empowerment (AFCE) is a youth led not for profit, Non 

Governmental Organization (NGO) operating in West Nile Sub region. It was established in 

2011 by a group of young professionals to address socio economic and environmental 

problems affecting the poor and vulnerable youth in the sub region. AFCE formation was and 

or is to improve the livelihood of the young people by empowering them utilize their full 

potential towards holistic development through promotion of positive attitude towards work, 

provision of life skills training, development of market linkages for interdependence and 

development.   

AFCE is a partner of the civil society fraternity that work to develop capacities and 

capabilities of small holder farmers in rural communities, this is to promote sustainable 

Agriculture as a strategy for rural development hence improved livelihood of the rural 

communities. With the target beneficiaries mainly coming from the rural communities, AFCE 

has a conviction that it can strategically build the capacity of the vulnerable and the poor 

young people in the West Nile sub region to appropriately and effectively respond to socio 

economic and environmental challenges they face; for them to become more productive and 

fully enjoy quality life.  

Our Vision:  

A value-driven community consciously working for continued improvement of their 

livelihoods and environment. 

Mission Statement: 
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 We strive for better Local resources management, community empowerment, and livelihood 

improvement using advocacy, networking and skills development as an entry point. 

Goal: A holistically sustained organization contributing to improved livelihoods in West Nile 

Sub-region  

Governance of AFCE 

AFCE is governed by an experienced and committed board of directors who provide strategic 

oversight for the organization 

The Secretariat 

Is the planning, implementing and monitoring organ of Ms. Agency for Community 

Empowerment It is headed by the Program Coordinator (PC). The Programme Coordinator 

provides effective leadership and gives guidance to the management for the smooth running 

of the organization’s affairs. The Secretariat is in charge of the day to day activities of AFCE. 

During the year under review, the secretariat had key management staff as indicated on page 

three of this report. 

AFCE areas of operation  

AFCE in the year under review worked in two Districts in West Nile sub region and Kole 

district in Lango sub region as per the details below; 

District  Sub counties  Project  Areas of intervention  

Nebbi  Parombo , Kucwiny  Integrated Nutrition 

and Agriculture 

project  

Developing Apiary value 

chain  
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Erussi and Ndhew  Farmers and their 

coffee  

Improving quality of 

coffee for sustainable 

development  

Nebbi Town 

Council  

Standard sanitary 

pads for improved 

living  

Livelihood improvement 

for disabled girls  

Kole district  Ayer and Alito  Integrated Nutrition 

and Agriculture 

project  

Developing Apiary value 

chain  

Zombo  Jangokuru  and 

Abangasub-county 

Farmers and their 

coffee  

Improving quality of 

coffee for sustainable 

development  

 

Partners & project implemented in 2016 

Community Connector- Apiary Protocol 

From November 2014 SHA with funding from USAID-community connector project 

consolidated its funding support for the Apiculture protocol in Nebbi and Kole districts using 

AFCE as local implementing partner. The approach aims at empowering the rural 

marginalized communities in the two districts to transform their energies for the attainment of 

secure and self-sustaining livelihoods by gradually shifting from subsistence to commercial 

beekeeping. 

The first year of the project was from Novemebr2014 to August 2015 and the second phase 

ran from November 2015-2016. During the period 20 Apiary demonstration learning sites 
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were established in four sub counties, 64 group adoption sites for apiary were established at 

group level, 16 fruit trees multiplication sites established in three Sub Counties of Kucwiny , 

Parombo and  Pakwach Town Council.  A total of 966 households were reached and (602 

males & 1057 female) and 5 primary schools where supported. 

Farmers and Their Coffee Project 

Agency for community empowerment (AFCE) in 2015 piloted farmers and their coffee 

project in partnership with Twin and Twin Trading Company with funding from Oxfam-

Uganda. The project worked with 3 umbrella bodies; JABCIP, ZYWAP and Okoro Coffee. 

Each umbrella body identified one group to pilot the project; these were Culamuk, Leda and 

Pamitu for JABCIP, ZYWAP and OKoro Coffee respectively.  

The overall goal of the project was to empower the West Nile coffee farmers and their 

organizations to sustainably improve the quality of their coffee and the value they receive 

from it.   

The project worked with a total of 366 farmers (149 female and 117 male) out of over 3000 

coffee farmers in the two districts. The farmers were able to process and bulk up to 4700 

kilograms of specialty coffee of international market standard (84-87 % cups score, moisture 

content of 11%) as compared to previous score of 70% and below with varying moisture 

content between 14-16%. This attracted the premium price of 7300 UGX as compared to 

5000 paid for other coffee, an increment of over 20% in price.  

AFCE continued to work with the same group this year (2016) without external funding to 

produce best quality coffee awaiting sales in January 2017. 

 Standard sanitary pads project 
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AFCE with funding from European union through international labour organization under 

youth to youth funding scheme implemented a project; standard sanitary towels (Pads and 

Diapers) for improved living in Nebbi Town Council targeting 50 potential  female youth 

with disabilities who have difficulties in accessing health facilities for themselves and their 

children. 

The intervntion catalyses key challenges limiting the success of the target group in business 

operation and these included limited/ lack of technical skills of production, limited business 

skills in planning, marketing and management; and limited access to start-up capital among 

others.  

The project hired certified trainers who trained the beneficiaries in technical skills of making 

sanitary towel (Pads and diapers) from locally available  materials; equip them with business 

skills using ILO’s SYB and or GET-Ahead packages, provide start-up kits for group 

businesses and help beneficiaries to process documents  neccessary for formalisation of their 

group businesses.   

As a result of project intervention, a small scale cottage industry for making sanitary pads has 

been started and they are producing sanitary pads both for bussiness and for their own use. 50 

female youths attained the skills both in making sanitary pads and tailoring. 

Beneficiaries’ Communities  

The direct beneficiaries of AFCE interventions are youths and small scale rural farmers in 

west Nile sub region as per the detail below; 

SUB 

COUNTY 

NAME OF GROUP PARISH VILLAGE NO. OF 

MEMBER 

M F T 
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KUCWINY  

(integrated 

agriculture 

& nutrition 

project) 

Ndethe disabled Olago Jupukei upper 11 13 24 

Thomwa PL HIV/AIDs Olago Agwok 2 13 15 

Dikiri ber Mvurra Oloko 8 24 32 

Wadikrwa youth Mvurra Komkech c 16 9 25 

Komkech p/s Mvurra Komkech c 0 0 0 

Furiemucan. Ramogi Jupugwang 9 9 18 

Jupala namirembe Lee Namirembe 14 11 25 

Ngierubiwekuwa Lee Osigomvore 15 12 27 

Coopelwor Ramogi Vuthuluru 9 9 18 

Aguda mixed. Ramogi Got aciku  8 20 28 

God is great Uduka Tholony 9 26 35 

Pikwowasendra Ramogi Aligoro 7 7 14 

Mungungeyo youth& 

elderly 

Uduka Jupukei north 9 13 22 

Azamba nursery  Vurr Aluka 20 6 26 

Mugishaibangmungu Vurr Aluka 4 26 30 

Mer yabuyo Acwera  Jupasasa 0 30 30 

Cankeloparu Ramogi Nyarugalu 0 12 12 

PAROMBO 

(integrated 

agriculture 

& nutrition 

project) 

Dikiri entego Padel Pataka west 11 24 35 

Yesu dit Padel Penjioriang 12 19 31 

Racebu rock view Padel Nyatum 13 17 30 

Wadikrwa disabled Padel Patakadiel 17 21 38 

Araduwariemcan Pangere Alala 14 16 30 

Kwer karalonyu Pangere Gwii 8 18 26 
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Mer ber Pangere Alala 8 22 30 

Mungujakisa Pangere Atido 7 23 30 

Aniang primary school l/s Osii Aniang  0 0 0 

Bidokomit group Osii Aleo 12 8 20 

Merber Osii Jupukidi 7 12 19 

Wandewadanu Pulum Alala 12 18 30 

Canberkumer Pagwata Padwar 12 38 50 

Merber Pagwata Obia 8 22 30 

Bitingwamalu Pagwata Jupukok 9 21 30 

Erussi  

(farmers and 

their coffee 

project) 

Agwechi women group Pachaka  Agwchi  2 30 32 

Bedu ber Pachaka  Beduber  8 24 32 

Cidu women group Jupanziri  jupanziri 2 30 32 

Pakadha 

(farmers and 

their coffee 

project) 

Leda micro-station  Pakadha  Leda  30 45 75 

Jangokoro 

(farmers and 

their coffee 

project) 

Pamitu micro-station  pamitu pamitu 73 38 111 

ALITO 

(integrated 

agriculture 

Alyec united  Okwero Alyec 10 9 19 

Alito war victim  Adelogo Adilli 12 16 28 

Parpiwa Alito  Teyao 7 12 19 
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& nutrition 

project) 

Olipa PAG Otwac Adyelomwodo 9 8 17 

Amitoyelle Ayala  Entebbe  13 9 21 

Ayara Ayara Barodwong 9 12 21 

Oribcingbolicap Apala Adokingei 14 19 23 

Alito p/s  Alito  Apitpeda 43 72 115 

AYER 

(integrated 

agriculture 

& nutrition 

project) 

Okenyekenwa Ilera Kona  12 19 31 

Apii PAG  Ilera Buna  17 22 39 

Otangula Ilera Otangula 5 10 15 

Nyekopedongi Ilera Barober 8 12 20 

Candag-kun Ilera Lela  15 9 24 

Nebbi T/C 

(standard 

sanitary 

pads for 

improved 

living 

project) 

Mungutimu Forest   Onjuku  0 10 10 

Merber  Nebbi hill Opano  0 10 10 

Dikir-entego Central  Red cross  0 10 10 

Noknokbilwar  Jukia  Juba  0 10 10 

Tickutego Nyacara  Cananyira  0 10 10 

Total     58

0 

965 1,5

45 

 

Progress on key performance indicators for F/Y 2015/2016 

A) Integrated nutrition and agriculture project 

A total of 1057 farmers in the two districts received training 

in quality honey production, 50% of the trained 
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beneficiaries are practicing recommended apiary management practices. In the period of 

under review the farmers processed and sold over 8 tonnes of quality honey 

20 local artisans were trained on entrepreneurship skills and 

equipped with artisan kits. As a result there was increased in 

number of affordable bee hives made in the community, 

improve access to bee hives and repair services, increase in 

come of the local artisans  

 

947 farmers received training on bee colony division and there was 

70% improvement in bee colonization reported and remarkable 

increase in quality & quantity of honey harvested from 5-8 tonnes  

 

 

-functional farmers associations formed in the 4 sub counties  

-the association effectively manages administration and marketing of farmers products. 

-978 farmers received training on FAAB 

-50% of the beneficiaries have business plan   

 

-20 fruit trees multiplication sites for avocados, papaws and green vegetables where 

established  

-5000 pawpaw seedlings distributed to farmers 
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3500 avocados seedling distributed to farmers  

90% of the beneficiaries planted, eat and sell green vegetables. 

-75% of the benefiting households have all the basic functional WASH facilities. 

-remarkable improvement in household roles sharing  

-most women now have access, control and sense of ownership of land and other important 

household assets like livestock, machines etc  

B) Farmers and their coffee projects  

-350 farmers mobilized and actively participated in the coffee project. 

-275 farmers processed their coffee centrally at the micro station 

-4.7 tones of speciality coffee produced and exported   

30 farmers selected from all the 3 umbrella bodies were trained on coffee marketing  

-farmers were involved in negotiating for their own coffee price 

-farmers coffee where bought at a higher price compare to the rest of the farmers  

There was remarkable increase in the number of women participating in the coffee from 67 at 

the beging to 215 women and followup done is sample households revealed that in the 

households were women have been involved in the process of harvsting, processing and 

selling of coffee there is increased familiy in cohension and income.  

Coffee Samples were taken to 2 different laboratories in united states namely; Maire rier and 

John weaver labs. 

The test results revealed that average score was 84% which was the highest score ever in west 

Nile sub region. 
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Standard sanitary pads for improved living  

65 female youths were trained on how to make sanitary 

pads, 75% of the trained beneficiaries have reported to 

be using their own made pads.  

47 youths are already doing petty business besides 

making of pads 

A small scale cottage industry for making pads has been set in Nebbi town council.They are 

producing between 150-200 pads per months 

The intervention has attracted many partners who hired the services of the youth to train their 

beneficiaries. 

School programme 

AFCE, worked in 5 primary schools, 

implemnting Apiculture protocol and  fruit 

trees multiplication . The approach focused 

on involvement of pupils and teachers in the 

intergrated nutrition and Agriculture project.  

Follow up made revealed that the approach 

is capable of bringing sustainable changes in the commmunity for example out of 5 pupils 

household visited 3 were adopting apiculture, and CC see ten practices compared to 2 of 5 

farmers household.   

Cross cutting issues 

Gender 
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Women as key change agents were empowered to embrace farming as a business and move 

from subsistence beekeeping to commercial beekeeping. The result from the few households 

where women are taking leading role in apiculture was healthier families, more children 

going to school, increased in saving value and improved incomes. There was remarkable 

increased participation of women in decision making. Also notable was women taking over 

the roles which according to the community setting was predominantly for men, a case in 

point women are now erecting drying rake, thatching latrine, digging rubbish pit and taking 

full responsible in the house hold decision making especially were men shy away from their 

self acclaimed natural responsible 

Climate change adaptation  

Seeing the adverse effects of the climate change on livelihood, AFCE used it existing skills 

personnel to train the community in community managed disaster risk reduction. The training 

is expected to continue in the New Year. The farmers will be guided to develop community 

managed disaster risk management plans 

Linkage and net working with other partners: 

AFCE network with TUNADO to bridge the gap in extension service delivery to farmers as a 

result TUNADO sent their staff to conduct training for some CC groups in Kucwiny, a total 

of 4 groups and 1 primary school received supplementary training  from TUNADO, the new 

innovation got from training was on how to make bee suit using local available materials like 

plastic polythene bag, farmers picked the innovation with new hope because the bee suit is 

very expensive , in the open market the cheapest bee suit cost 85,000 , but the one made of 

local material can cost between 2,000-5,000 shilling only. 

Overview of AFCE key challenges and lesson learnt  

In the year, the programme has been able to witness the following challenges and lessons: 
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Focus of intervention  Challenges  Lessons  

Increased adoption of 

recommended apiary technologies. 

Adoption of better apiary 

management practices is 

very low as most people 

have phobia for bees 

-Poverty reduction 

through adequate budget 

support to apiculture is 

achievable  

-Demonstration of better 

practices side by 

traditional ones improves 

adoption 

Increased number of bee hives and 

honey harvest equipment made in 

the community 

Improved bee hives are 

expensive for most small 

scale farmers  

-for starter in bee 

keeping, local hives is 

more economical and 

sustainable  

 increased farmers knowledge and 

skills in Agri- business 

-small loan portfolio from 

SWAP that cannot support 

steady business expansion  

Knowledge & skills 

without start up capital 

left most farmers 

wondering how to apply 

the knowledge accept for 

a few creative one 

Avocado seedlings multiplied and 

distributed 

Drought in the first season 

affected production and 

wasted procured seeds and 

planting material 

 

Avocado requires proper 

field  management and a 

lot of water  
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At least 30% of supported CC 

apiary farmers supported to access 

market 

-farmers are not  

producing uniform quality 

products and this has led 

to delay in certification 

process 

The community are 

interested and willing to 

buy products processed 

locally  

-seeing local products in 

the supermarkets is a big 

boost to most farmers 

Cc see 10 Safe and standard 

sanitation usage are 

lacking in many homes 

-community educators 

lack support from their 

local council 

-sandy soils along River 

Nile hamper latrine 

construction especially in 

Pakwach town council. 

Community education by 

local change agents 

increases adoption of safe 

sanitation and hygiene 

-clear safe sanitation 

standards improves 

community compliance  

Farmers institutional development  Ability to develop detailed 

work plan is still lacking 

Record keeping at the 

learning sites is still poor  

Financial sustainability 

building is possible at 

Farmers association level. 

-regular field visits 

improved farmers 

performance  

Operation of coffee micro-station 

to improve coffee quality and 

Few farmers delivered 

their coffee at the micro 

Technical household 

support visits with 
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quantity station as a result of 

immediate needs 

 

Competition from private 

companies who are 

working to out-compete 

the project. 

 

Negative attitude by some 

of the farmers still remains 

a challenge since some of 

the farmers were 

discouraging their 

colleagues from delivering 

their coffee at the micro 

stations. 

 

Lack of working capital 

also contributed to the low 

delivery of coffee at the 

micro stations, the 

competitors were paying 

cash and farmers chose to 

sell their coffee to them. 

 

extension services is key 

for effective and 

sustainable coffee 

marketing   

 

The success of a 

programme depends 

largely on the 

effectiveness and the 

passion of the 

implementing agency 

rather than the 

commitment of the 

farmers alone. 
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AFCE development  Lack of funding for LLG 

monitoring role continues 

to create a feeling that 

officials are denied to 

exercise their mandates  

-involvement of local 

government officials wins 

their support 

-performance standards 

setting allows groups to 

work towards achieving 

the set goal. 

-having groups from the 

village improve 

mobilization, 

commitment to a shared 

vision, and programme 

visibility 

 

Sustainability strategies for farmers 

For sustainability of the project, AFCE instituted and shall enforce the following measures; 

 Formation and strengthening of the farmers association; the association has been 

empowered to registered as farmers association with the relevant authorities, 

developed constitution , registered its members and raised money for its operation 

from members, be in charge marketing of farmers products, meet regularly , currently 

each association has more than 150,000. 

 Linking the association with other development partners, currently AFCE is in talk 

with TUNADO, OXFAM, SOLIDARIDAD NET WORK and local government to 
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see how they can help the farmers achieved their desired dream of poverty free 

community. 

 Provision of cash crop, AFCE with funding from their local revenue managed to 

procure 10 basins of silver king onions and distributed to all the 10 learning sites for 

seed multiplication. 

AFCE SUSTAINABIILITY  

For the sustainability of the organization, AFCE has instituted the following mechanism 

 Finalises legalization of the institution with the relevant authorities to widen it 

chances of fundraising  

 Procured land for office space, because currently AFCE is operating in a rented 

office 

 Finalized the plan to set apiculture development & promotion centre 

 Formed a business wing that will be focused on development of apiculture, coffee 

and onion value chain 

 Developed plans for staff capacity building and development  

 Put aside investment fund for coffee and apiary project 

 Created more partnership with various development organisations to fill the gaps 

that exist in the organisation. 

 

Recommended strategic areas of focus with the groups if they are to achieve the overall 

project goal  

 Group development and envisioning for sustainability  

 Promotion of quality and standards at the learning sites and household  
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 Enforcement of the CC see 10 practices at household level 

 Strengthening agri-business component  

 Resource mobilization to broaden resource base for farmers organizational 

growth and sustainability  

 Economic empowerment of farmers for improved incomes  

 Training on disaster risk reduction strategies  

 Strengthening the delivery of AFCE & CC development approach 

 Apiary productivity and production improvement 

AFCE experience/Learning over the year  

 Building a sustainable household food security requires pursuing an integrated 

approach of increasing own food production, food purchasing power, and knowledge 

on food values and sharing practices 

 Increasing outreach is better done through group based approach given that members 

tend to use their groups as conduits for receiving recommended apiary management 

practices and other agronomic practices for on use at their individual households 

levels 

 Women groups compared to men’s groups are very keen on implementing extension 

advice and they follow set programs as they respond well to training, support 

supervision, meetings, and group activities generally. 

 The provision of income generating skills training alone without seed fund to start or 

boast income generation venture is inadequate to energize individual actions 

 Effective partnership takes time to build in to self actualization, trusts and cohesion 

 Groups can ably build own financial sustainability if their knowledge of resource 

mobilization and opportunity for doing so are provided 
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 Groups with committed and visionary leaders ably chart their growth path and commit 

to it. 

Key challenges experienced that affected the project more  

 Limited resource envelop visa vies the high demand for AFCE services from 

local governments and other stakeholders who appreciate the intervention 

outreach as a step towards poverty reduction 

 Debilitating effects of climate change. This has grossly affected apiary 

production, coffee productivity, access to and use of safe water, labour 

productivity, and household incomes. 

 On the farmer’s front, poor traditional farming methods continue to be carried 

out despite the continued sensitization. Notable here is bush-burning where 

important tree species are destroyed. This also destroys soil nutrients, hence 

affecting fertility and eventually productivity of both bees and crops. 

 Some programme areas were affected by longer than normal dry season. This 

affected farm productivity. 

 

Whom we worked with/ partners 

This include all partners/alliances we worked collaborated with throughout the year  

 

 

Finances  

Funding sources  Amount  % 
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Shelf help Africa  108584000 72.2 

European union  25,450,000 16.8 

Sales of honey 12,232,898 8.1 

Advisory services  4,500,000 2.9 

Total  150,766,898 100 

 

 

Success story 

Standard sanitary pads took away my shame  

Owiny grace couldn’t hide her joy while sharing the sad story of her life. Grace a disabled 30 

year old disabled female was born in a poor family couple with her disability status she was 

not accorded equal opportunities both at home and in the community said, Grace while 

wiping away tears of joy. Grace turning point in life came this year when she was traced from 

her village by staff of AFCE to benefit from the program of sanitary pads project, at first she 

was scared because she undermined herself and has low self esteem, after attending training 

and several meeting she picked courage and gave herself and time for the project, she didn’t 

missed any of the training. Six months down the road, Grace is no longer ashamed of herself 

she is the lead trainers at the cartage industry and a role module to other disabled girls in the 

community. 


